
8. Local elections are important
        to vote in.................................................       ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

9. I can get what I need in this
        neighborhood..........................................       ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

Sense of Community and Empowerment

This set of questions requests information about your community and your social and emotional 
connection to your community.  

 Strongly 
 agree       Neutral           Disagree     Agree      

              Strongly
              disagree

Please rate your agreement with the following statements.

1. I am often a leader in groups...................      ..............      ..............      ..............      ..............

2. I would prefer to be a leader
        rather than a follower...............................      ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

3. I would rather have a
leadership role when I’m

        involved in a group project......................      ..............      ..............      ..............      ..............

4. I can usually organize
        people to get things done.........................      ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

5. I enjoy political participation
because I want to have as much say

        in running government as possible..........      ..............      ..............      ..............      .............

6. There are plenty of ways for people
like me to have a say in what our

        government does.....................................       ..............      ..............      ..............      .............

7. It is important that I actively
        participate in my community..................       ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

COMMUNITY010 FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

COMMUNITY020 FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

COMMUNITY030

COMMUNITY040

COMMUNITY050

COMMUNITY060

COMMUNITY070

COMMUNITY080

COMMUNITY090



16. I feel like a member of
        this neighborhood....................................       .............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

11. I feel I belong in this neighborhood.........      ..............      ..............      ..............      ..............

 Strongly 
 agree       Neutral           Disagree     Agree      

              Strongly
              disagree

(Continued)

13. People in this neighborhood are
        good at influencing one another...............      ..............      .............       .............      .............. 

15. I have a bond with others in
        this neighborhood....................................       .............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

10. This neighborhood helps me
        fulfill my needs........................................      ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

14. I feel connected to this neighborhood......      ..............      .............       .............      ..............

12. I have a say about what goes on
        in this neighborhood................................      ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

 Very 
 frequently       Sometimes             Rarely     Frequently                    Never

19. Attended a meeting to pressure for
        city or county policy change....................      ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

17. Written a letter or made a telephone
        call to influence a policy issue.................      ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

18. Attended an event that provided
information about community

        services....................................................       ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

    In the past year, how often have you done the following?

20. Attended a meeting to gather
information about a neighborhood

        issue.........................................................      ..............      ..............      ..............      .............. 

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_AGREE_5CAT.

FMT_FREQUENCY.

FMT_FREQUENCY.

FMT_FREQUENCY.

FMT_FREQUENCY.

COMMUNITY100

COMMUNITY110

COMMUNITY120

COMMUNITY130

COMMUNITY140

COMMUNITY150

COMMUNITY160

COMMUNITY170

COMMUNITY180

COMMUNITY190

COMMUNITY200
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